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Multipanel introduces 44 new decors and 2 new collections across its wall panel range 

  

Multipanel, the UK’s leading bathroom wall panel brand, has launched 44 new decors across its wall 

panel range, including marble, minerals, solid colours and 16 new décors in the Tile Collection, which 

is the first and only tile-effect wall panel to be both Made in Britain and Forest Stewardship Council 

(FSC® C128180) certified. 

 

Reflecting the latest interior trends and the growing demand for bathroom wall panels, Multipanel 

has added a herringbone and metro tile effect to its Tile Collection. Additionally, a colour range has 

been added to Multipanel’s offering, including trend-led Antique Rose, Misty Blue and Sage Green., 

which will allow homeowners to add character to a bathroom with a bolder statement. 

For those who like the range of styles available in the Tile Collection, but without the precision-

etched grout line aesthetic of tile-effect panels, Multipanel have added a new ‘Pure’ collection, with 

the surface designs of the Tile Collection, with no grout lines. 

 

Other decors have been added across the Linda Barker range including three new striking marbles. A 

new Contemporary Collection has been introduced which focusses on elegance and comfort, that 

features three decors from their pre-existing Classic Premier range and two new decors designed to 

evoke the sense of peace. 

 

The new decors are available in a range of sizes, to suit any size of bathroom. The versatile in decors 

now offers greater possibilities for creating contemporary bathrooms, without compromising on 

ease of installation, maintenance and performance. 

 

Bathroom panels provide a 100% waterproof surface, they don’t require grout, they are quicker to 

install, and they last longer—all without compromising on style. They are a modern and sustainable 

alternative to traditional tiles: using bathroom panels instead of tiles saves on average 15 installation 

hours per bathroom and positively contributes to accelerating home completion timescales, as well 

as reducing snagging issues. 

 

John Mortimer Managing Director at Grant Westfield, the makers of Multipanel, says and curator of 

the new collections: “We are delighted to be diversifying our offering with these new decors. As 

more homeowners become familiar with the aesthetic and performance benefits of panels, we 

https://www.multipanel.co.uk/products/bathroom-wall-panels/tile-collection/


identified the need to provide more design and trend-led options, to suit any taste, size of space and 

budget.   

 

“To be able to bring these new decors to market in response to growing demand for our products is 

something we are very proud of. It is important to us to be able to continue to innovate, and to 

design and manufacture products that are state of the art in terms of performance, style and 

sustainability.”  

 

Lidia Cetrangolo Marketing Manager commented:   

 

“Each of these new decors has been designed and manufactured with the latest trends in mind. We 

want to ensure that we have as many options as possible for our customers, no matter what they’re 

after. 

 

Our new brochure also has a guide for matching panels, which makes it easy for homeowners to mix 

and match panels to achieve their dream bathroom. Our bathroom panels are designed to be simple 

to install, being both waterproof and featuring an almost seamless Hydrolock joint, and the panels 

can even be suitable for DIY, as we offer a free training course so anyone can learn to install our 

panels safely.” 

  

Multipanel is the UK’s leading manufacturer of bathroom wall panels, offering a sustainable and 
modern alternative to traditional bathroom tiling. Multipanel believes that sustainability should 
complement performance, in turn creating an easy-to-install, high quality, grout-free product that 
lasts for years. 
 
Over 8,000 Multipanel wall panels are manufactured each week at the company’s factory in 
Edinburgh, which are distributed throughout the UK and Northern Europe through merchants, 
bathroom showrooms and leading online retailers.  
 
Multipanel bathroom wall panels are available in a range of surface designs, including marble, 
granite and wood. 
 
To view Multipanel’s new brochure please head to: https://www.multipanel.co.uk/brochure/  

    
Note to editors  

Manufactured in Edinburgh, Multipanel is the UK’s best-selling bathroom wall panel, and a 

sustainable and modern alternative to bathroom tiling.   

  

The fast, grout-free installation of Multipanel wall panels makes them a modern alternative to tiles 

and a favourite with homeowners, bathroom installers, and specifiers in the housing sector  

  

Over 8,000 Multipanel wall panels are manufactured each week at the company’s factory in 

Edinburgh, which are distributed throughout the UK and Northern Europe through merchants, 

bathroom showrooms and leading online retailers.   

https://www.multipanel.co.uk/brochure/
https://www.multipanel.co.uk/


  

Multipanel’s new Tile Collection is the only tile-effect wall panel collection in the UK to hold both 

Made In Britain and FSC ® (Forest Stewardship Council FSC 128180) certification. Its bathroom wall 

panels, which come with a 30-year warranty, have a unique tongue and groove installation system, 

Hydrolock which allows profile-free installation.  

  

To find out more about Multipanel please head to: https://www.Multipanel.co.uk   

 

https://www.multipanel.co.uk/products/bathroom-wall-panels/
https://www.multipanel.co.uk/products/bathroom-wall-panels/
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https://multipanel.co.uk/

